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1. A large marine diesel main propulsion engines, speed fluctuates all the time during the voyage. Make written statements to the chief engineer explaining the observation of various engine parameters, during the voyage which could be indication of some fault, causing engine speed fluctuation.

2. Sketch the main engine starting air system, naming the various components, and fittings in the system.

3. A very sudden rise in pressure during combustion accompanied by a metallic, hammer like sound is called knocking of the unit or detonation and usually occurs

(a) Near the end of the pressure rise after ignition of fuel charge.

(b) Just before the fuel charge is about to ignite.

(c) Immediately after the unit reaches peak pressure and before ignition of fuel charge.

(d) At any stage of the combustion process.

State the correct answer and explain why the other reasons given are not justified.

4. The main requirements which a fuel injection system must fulfil are 

(a) accurate metering of small amount of fuel oil.

(b) control of quality of fuel injection

(c) proper timing of the fuel injection

(d) selective distribution of the fuel in the combustion space.

State each one of the points made above are true or false. If any point you perceive is false, state why is it so.

5. In any marine diesel engine, air movements inside a combustion chamber is very important. Generally speaking, air movement helps

(a) to distribute the fuel

(b) to mix it with air

(c) to cool the cylinder liner

(d) to help in optimising liner lubrication

(e) to assist combustion

(f) to reduce after burning

(g) to reduce combustion temperatures.

State which of the above points are true or false. If any point you perceive is false, state why is it so.

6. An auxiliary engine under load continuously fluctuates even with a steady load. The fault you diagnose could be owing to 

(a) the quality of fuel

(b) the quality of servicing of the governor in the last port.

(c) the supply of charge air

(d) the overhaul of fuel injectors done in the last decarbonisation

Give a brief explanation as to why each of the above mentioned points either could be true or cannot at all be the reasons for such a fluctuation

7. An auxiliary engine turbo-charger makes strange noises when the load changes. The engine parameters however are absolutely fine. An external examination of turbocharger parameters as stated in the manual also reveals nothing. Would you

(a) continue to run the engine and wait for some time

(b) stop the engine for a while and make some checks

(c) reduce the load of the engine

(d) run it on steady load to make some checks.

State your option and briefly give justifications for supporting your action.

8. The diesel driven life boat engine simply refuses to start after running perfectly  for a period of half an hour just before you prepare it to restart again. State just 4 checks you would make to confirm the cause of this problem.

9. The exhaust manifold of an auxiliary engine under load turns red hot. There is no lagging on the manifold. What efforts would you make to cool down the manifold? State the efforts made without stopping the engine.
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